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Abstract

Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) is the most popular controller that is
commonly used in wide industrial applications due to its simplicity to realize and
performance characteristics. This technique can be successfully applied to control
the behavior of single-input single-output (SISO) systems. Extending the using of
PID controller for complex dynamical systems has attracted the attention of control
engineers. In the last decade, hybrid control strategies are developed by researchers
using conventional PID controllers with other controller techniques such as Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controllers. The strategy of the hybrid controller is
based on the idea that the parameters of the PID controller are calculated using gain
elements of LQR optimal controller. This chapter focuses on design and simulation a
hybrid LQR-PID controller used to stabilize elevation, pitch and travel axes of
helicopter system. An improvement in the performance of the hybrid LQR-PID
controller is achieved by using Genetic Algorithm (GA) which, is adopted to obtain
best values of gain parameters for LQR-PID controller.

Keywords: proportional integral derivative (PID), fractional order proportional
integral derivative (FOPID), linear quadratic regulator (LQR), hybrid control
system, genetic algorithm (GA)

1. Introduction

PID is regarded as the standard control structure of classical control theory. PID
controllers are used successfully for single-input single-output (SISO) and linear
systems due to their good performance and can be easily implemented. The control
of complex dynamic systems using classic PID controllers is considered as a big
challenge, where the stabilization of these systems requires applying a more robust
controller technique. Many studies have proposed to develop a new hybrid PID
controller with ability to provide better and more robust system performance in
terms of transient and steady-state responses over the standard PID controllers.
Lotfollahzade et al. [1] proposed a new LQR-PID controller to obtain an optimal
load sharing of an electrical grid. The presented hybrid controller is optimized by
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to compute the gain parameters of the PID
controller. A new hybrid control algorithm was presented by Lindiya et al. for
power converters [2]. They adopted a conventional multi-variable PID and LQR
algorithm for reducing cross-regulation in DC-to-DC converters. Sen et al.
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introduced a hybrid LQR-PID controller to regulate and monitor the locomotion of
a quadruped robot. The gain parameters of the hybrid controller is tuned using the
Grey-Wolf Optimizer (GWO) [3]. In [4] a new PID and LQR control system was
proposed to improve a nonlinear quarter car suspension system.

The intent of this study is to design a new hybrid PID controller based on an
optimal LQR state feedback controller for stabilization of 3DOF helicopter system.
To this end an improvement in the system performance has been achieved in both
the transient and steady-state responses. In the proposed system the classical PID
and optimal LQR controller have been combined to formulate a hybrid controller
system. Simulations were implemented utilizing Matlab programming environment
to verify the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed hybrid control method.

2. Controller theory

In this section, basics and theory of integer and fractional order PID controllers
are presented. Theory of an intelligent LQR controller, which is used with PID
controller to combine a hybrid control system, is also introduced.

2.1 Calssical PID controller

A PID is the most popular controller technique that is widely used in industrial
applications due to the simplicity of its structure and can be realized easily for
various control problems as the gain parameters of the controller are relatively
independent [5, 6]. Basically, the controller provides control command signals u tð Þ
based on the error e tð Þ between the demand input and the actual output of the
system. The continuous time structure of the classical PID controller is as follows:

u tð Þ ¼ Kpe tð Þ þ Ki

ð

t

0

e τð Þdτ þ Kd
de tð Þ

dt
(1)

where Kp,Ki and Kd are the proportional, integral and differential components
of the controller gain. These controller gain parameters should be tuned properly to
enable the output states of the system to efficiently follow the desired input.

2.2 FOPID controller

FOPID is a special category of PID controller with fractional order derivatives
and integrals. Its concept was introduced by Podlubany in 1997. During the last
decade, this controller approach has attracted the attention of control engineers in
both academic and industrial fields. Compared with the classical PID controller, it
offers flexibility in dynamic systems design and more robustness.

2.2.1 Fractional order calculus

Fractional order calculus is an environment of calculus that generates the deriv-
atives or integrals of problem functions to non-integer (fractional) order. This
fractional order mathematical operation allows to establish a more accurate and
concise model than the classical integer-order method. Moreover, the fractional
order calculus can also produce an effective tool for describing dynamic behavior
for control systems [7].
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Fractional order calculus is a generalization of differentiation and integration to
non-integer order fundamental operator which is denoted by aDα

t where a and t are
the operation limits and α α∈Rð Þ is the order of the operation. The formula of
continuous differ-integral operator (aDα

t ) is defined as in Eq. (2) [8]. There are two

commonly used definitions for general fractional differ-integral aDα
t

� �

, which are
used for realization of control problem algorithm:

Grunwald – Letnikov (GL) definition:

aDα
t f tð Þ ¼

dαf tð Þ

dtα
¼ lim

h!0
h�α

X

x½ �

j¼0

�1ð Þ j
α

j

� �

f t� jhð Þ (3)

where x½ � is integer part of x, x ¼ t�a
h , h is time step and

α

j

� �

is binomial

coefficients, its expression is given by:

α

j

� �

¼
α α� 1ð Þ… … :: α� jþ 1ð Þ

j!
(4)

Riemann-Liouville definition:

aDα
t f tð Þ ¼

1

Γ n� αð Þ

dn

dtn

ð

t

a

f τð Þ

t� τð Þα�nþ1 dτ (5)

where n∈
þ. The condition for above equation is n� 1< α< n,Γ :ð Þ is called

Gamma function, which its defination is given by:

Γ Xð Þ ¼

ð

∞

0

zX�1e�zdz (6)

Laplace transform of differ-integral operator aDα
t

� �

is given by expected form:

L aDα
t f tð Þ

� �

¼

ð

∞

0
e�staDα

t f tð Þdt (7)

L aDα
t f tð Þ

� �

¼ sαF sð Þ �
X

n�1

m¼0

s �1ð Þ j0Dα�m�1
t f tð Þ (8)

Where F sð Þ ¼ L f tð Þf g is the normal Laplace transformation and n is an integer
number that satisfies n� 1< α≤ n and s ¼ jw denotes the Laplace transform variable.

2.2.2 Fractional order controller

Fractional order PID controller denoted by PIλDμ was proposed by Igor
Podlubny [9] in 1997. It is an extension of traditional PID controller where λ and μ
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have non-integer fractional values. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the frac-
tional order PID controller. The integer-differential equation defining the control
action of a fractional order PID controller is given by:

u tð Þ ¼ Kpe tð Þ þ KiD
�λe tð Þ þ KdD

�μe tð Þ (9)

Based on the above equation, it can be expected that the FOPID controller can
enhance the performance of the control system due to more tuning knobs intro-
duced. Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. (9), the system transfer function of the
FOPID controller is given by:

GFOPID sð Þ ¼ Kp þ
Ki

sλ
þ Kds

μ (10)

Where λ and μ are arbitrary real numbers. Taking λ ¼ 1 and μ ¼ 1 a classical PID
controller is obtained. Thus, FOPID controller generalizes the classical PID control-
ler and expands it from point to plane as shown in Figure 2(b). This expansion
provides the designer much more flexibility in designing PID controller and gives
an opportunity to better adjust the dynamics of the control system. This increases
robustness to the system and makes it more stable [10]. A number of optimization
techniques can be implemented for getting the best values of the gain parameters of
the controller.

2.3 LQR controller

Linear quadratic regulator is a common optimal control technique, which has
been widely utilized in various manipulating systems due to its high precision in
movement applications [11]. This technique seeks basically a tradoff betwwen a
stable performance and acceptable control input [12]. Using the LQR controller in
the design control system requires all the plant states to be measurable as it bases on

Figure 1.
The block diagram of a FOPID structure.

Figure 2.
PID controllers with fraction orders. (a) Classical. (b) Fractional order.
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the full state feedback concept. Therefore, using the LQR controller to stabilize the
3DOF helicopter system based on the assumption that the system states are consid-
ered measurable. LQR approach includes applying the optimal control effort:

u tð Þ ¼ �Kx tð Þ (11)

Where K is the state feedback gain matrix, that will enable the output states of
the system to follow the trajectories of reference input, while minimizing the
following the cost function:

J ¼

ð

∞

0

xT tð ÞQx tð Þ � uT tð ÞRu tð Þ
� �

dt (12)

Where Q and R are referred to as weighting state and control matrices.
The controller feedback gain matrix can be determined by using below equation:

K ¼ R�1BTP (13)

Where P is (nxn) matrix deterrmined from the solution of the following Riccati
matrix equation:

ATPþ PA� PBR�1BTPþQ ¼ 0 (14)

For nth order systemwith mth input, the gain matrix and control input are given by:

K ¼

k11 k12 k13 … k1n

k21 k22 k23 … k2n

: : : : :

km1 km2 km3 … kmn

2

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

5

and u tð Þ ¼

u1

u2

u3

:

um

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

Based on the above expression, the control effort u tð Þ of the system stated in
Eq. (11) can be written as in Eq. (15). For the purpose of simplicity of control
problem the weighting matrices Q and R are chosen as the diagonal matrices:

Q ¼ blkdig q11, q22, q33, … … … , qnnÞ,R ¼ blkdig r11, r22, r33, … , rmmð Þ
�

so that the cost function Eq. (12) can be reformulated as in Eq. (16).

u tð Þ ¼ �

k11 k12 k13 … k1n

k21 k22 k23 … k2n

: : : : :

km1 km2 km3 … kmn

2

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

5

x1

x2

x3

:

xn

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

(15)

J ¼

ð

∞

0

q11x1
2 þ q11x2

2 þ … :: þ qnnxn
2 þ r11u1

2 þ r22u2
2 þ … :: þ rmmum

2
� �

dt (16)

Where q11, q22, q33, … ::, qnn and r11, r22, r33, … ::, rmm denote the weighting
elements of Q and R matrices respectively. The optimal control approach LQR is
highly recommended for stabilizing complex dynamic systems as it basically looks
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for a compromise between the best control performance and minimum control
input effort. Based on the LQR controller an optimum tracking performance can be
investigated by a proper setting of the feedback gain matrix. To achieve this, the
LQR controller is optimised by using GA tuning method which is adopted to obtain
optimum elements values for of Q and R weighting matrices.

3. Tuning method

In this study, GA tuning approach has been invoked to tune the gain matrix of
LQR controller used to approximate the gain parameters of PID controller for 3DOF
helicopter system. GA is a global search optimization technique bases on the strat-
egy of natural selection. This optimization method is utilized to obtain an optimum
global solution for more control and manipulating problems. The procedure of GA
approach includes three basic steps: selection, crossover and mutation, that consti-
tute the main core of GA with powerful searching ability.

Selection: This step includes choosing individual genomes with high adaptive
value from the current population to create mating pool. At present, there mainly
are: sequencing choice, adaptive value proportional choice, tournament choice and
so on. In order to avoid the best individuals of current population missing in the
next generation due to destruction influence of crossover and mutation or selection
error, De Jong put forward to the cream choice strategy [3xxx];

Crossover: This operation is the process of mimicking gene recombination of
natural sexual reproduction, through combining the genetic information of two
gens to create a new offspring contining more complicated gene structur. Repro-
duction may proceed in three stages as follows: (1) two newly reproduced strings
are randomly selected from a Mating Pool; (2) a number of crossover positions
along each string are uniformly selected at random and (3) two new strings are
created and copied to the next generation by swapping string characters between
the crossover positions defined before.

Mutation: In this process one or more indivisual values in a chromosome are
altered from its initial state. This can result in entirely new gene values being added
to the gene pool. This stage is also important by the view of preventing the genes
local optimal points.

Applying these main operations creates new individuals which could be better
than their parents. Based on the requirements of desired response, the sequence of
GA optimization technique is repeated for many iterations and finally stops at
generating optimum solution elements for the application problems. The sequence
of the GA tuning method is presented in Figure 3 [13, 14]. The steps of the GA loop
are defined as follows:

1.Initial set of population.

2.Choose individuals for mating.

Figure 3.
Process loop of GA optimization method.
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3.Mating the population to create progeny.

4.Mutate progeny.

5.Inserting new generated individuals into populations.

6.Are the system fitness function satisfied?

7.End search process for solution.

In this study, the aim of using GA optimization method is to tune the elements
of the state weighting matrix Q and input weighting matrix R of the optimal LQR
controller based on a selected fitness function which, should be minimised to a
smallest value. The fitness function should be formulated based on the required
performance characteristics. These optimized LQR elements are then employed to
calculate the optimum values for PID controller gain parameters, which are used to
stabilize the control system. The implementation procedure of the GA tuning
method begins with the definition step of the chromosome representation. Each
chromosome is represented by a strip of cells. Each cell corresponds to an element
of the controller gain parameters. These cells are formed by real positive numbers
and characterize the individual to be evaluated [13].

4. Hybrid PID control approaches

PID controller is a simple manipulating technique that can be successfully
implemented for one dimension control systems. For multi dimensions systems
it can use a multi channel PID controller system to control the dynamic behavior
of these systems. Currently, there is a considerable interest by many researchers
in development new control approaches using PID controller. Xiong and Fan [15]
proposed a new adaptive PID controller based on model reference adaptive
control (MRAC) concept for control of the DC electromotor drive. They
presented an autotuning algorithm that combines PID control scheme and
MRAC based on MIT rule to tune the controller parameters. Modified PI and
PID controllers are introduced to regulate output voltage of DC-DC converters
using MRAC manipulating technique [16, 17]. The parameters of the controllers
are adapted effectively using MIT rule. Based on the adapted controllers
parameters an improvement in the regulation behavior of the converters has been
investigated.

Further improvement in the performance of the standard PID controller is also
achieved by involving an integrator of order λ and differentiator of order μ to the
controller structure based on Fractional Calculus and it is known as fractional order
(FO) PID controller [7]. This extension could provide more flexibility in PID con-
troller design and makes the system more robust, thus, enhancing its dynamic
performance compared to its integer counterpart. In FOPID controller the manipu-
lating parameters become five that provides more flexibility in the controller design
and robust in the performance.

In the last decades, a new hybrid controller scheme using PID technology is
proposed in [18–20] for different applications. The structure of the presented
hybrid controller system is constructed by combination between conventional PID
controller and state feedback LQR optimal controller. The gain parameters of the
PID controller used to achieve desired output response are determined based on
optimal LQR theory.
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In this chapter, a hybrid PID controller based on LQR optimal technique is
designed to stabilize 3DOF helicopter system. The proposed hybrid LQR-PID con-
troller is optimized using GA optimization method, which is used to tune its gain
parameters.

5. Case study: helicopter control system

5.1 Helicopter structure and modeling

The conceptual platform of 3DOF helicopter scheme is presented in Figure 4. It
consists of an arm mounted on a base. The main body of the helicopter constructed
of propellers driven by two motors mounted are the either ends of a short balance
bar. The whole helicopter body is fixed on one end of the arm and a balance block
installed at the other end.

The balance arm can rotate about the travel axis as well as slope on an elevation
axis. The body of the helicopter is free to roll about the pitch axis. The system is
provided by encoders mounted on these axes used to measure the travel motion of
the arm and its elevation and pitch angle. The propellers with motors can generate
an elevation mechanical force proportional to the voltage power supplied to the
motors. This force can cause the helicopter body to lift off the ground. It is worth
considering that the purpose of using a balance block is to reduce the voltage power
supplied to the propellers motors. In this study, the nonlinear dynamics of 3DOF
helicopter system is modelled mathematically based on developing the model of the
system behavior for each of the axes.

5.1.1 Elevation axis model

The free body diagram of 3DOF helicopter system based on elevation axis is
shown in Figure 5. The movement of the elevation axis is governed by the following
differential equations:

Jϵ€ϵ ¼ Jp � Jτ

� 	

_τ2 cos ϵð Þ sin ϵð Þ þ l1Fm cos ρð Þ � l1Fm �MG �Mf ,ϵ (17)

Figure 4.
Prototype model of 3DOF helicopter system.
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Where Fm is the thrust force of propeller motor and Mf ,ϵ represents the torque

component generated from combining the joint friction and air resistance. But the
rotation angle of the pitch axis ρ ¼ 0, if the elevation angle ϵ ¼ 0, then the torque
exerted on the elevation axis will be zero. Eq. (17) based on Euler’s second law
becomes:

Jϵ€ϵ ¼ l1Fm �Mw,ϵ þMf ,ϵ (18)

Jϵ€ϵ ¼ l1 F f þ Fb

� �

�Mw,ϵ þMf ,ϵ (19)

Fi ¼ KcVi i ¼ f , b (20)

Jϵ€ϵ ¼ Kcl1 V f þ Vb

� �

�Mw,ϵ þMf ,ϵ (21)

Jϵ€ϵ ¼ Kcl1V s �Mw,ϵ þMf ,ϵ (22)

5.1.2 Pitch axis model

Consider the pitch schematic diagram of the system in Figure 6. It can be seen
from the figure that the main torque acting on the system pitch axis is produced
from the thrust force generated by the propeller motors. When ρ 6¼ 0, the gravita-
tional force will also generate a torque Mw,ρ acts on the helicopter pitch axis. The
dynamics of the pitch axis can be modeled mathematically as follows:

Jρ€ρ ¼ F f lρ � Fblρ �Mw,ρ �Mf ,ρ (23)

Where Mf ,ρ is the friction moment exerted on the pitch axis.

Mw,ρ ¼ mhglh sin ρð Þ cos ϵð Þ (24)

Based on the assumption that the pitch angle ρ ¼ 0, Mw,ρ ¼ 0, then Eq. (23)
becomes as follows:

Jρ€ρ ¼ lρ F f � Fb

� �

�M f ,ρ (25)

Figure 5.
Schematic diagram of elevation axis model for 3DOF helicopter system.
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Jρ€ρ ¼ Kclρ V f � Vb

� �

�M f ,ρ (26)

Jρ€ρ ¼ KclρVd �M f ,ρ (27)

5.1.3 Travel axis model

The free body diagram of the helicopter system dynamics based on the travel
axis is presented in Figure 7. In this model, when ρ 6¼ 0, the main forces acting on
the helicopter dynamics are the thrust forces of propeller motors (F f ,Fb). These

forces have a component that generates a torque on the travel axis. Assume that the
helicopter body has roll up by an angle ρ as shown in Figure 7. Then the dynamics
of travel axis for 3DOF helicopter system is modeled as follows:

Jr _r ¼ � F f þ Fb

� �

sin ρð Þl1 �M f ,r (28)

Figure 6.
Schematic diagram of the pitch axis model for 3DOF helicopter scheme.

Figure 7.
Schematic diagram of the travel rate axis model for 3DOF helicopter scheme.
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The thrust forces of the two propeller motors F f þ Fb

� �

are required to keep the

helicopter in flight case and is approximately W:

Jr _r ¼ �Wsin ρð Þl1 �M f ,r (29)

WhereM f ,r is the friction moment exerted on the travel axis. As ρ approaches to

zero, based on sinc function, sin ρð Þ ¼ ρ, the above equation becomes as follows:

Jr _r ¼ �Wρl1 �M f ,r (30)

Based on the assumption that the coupling dynamics, gravitational torque (Mw,ϵ)
and friction moment exerted on elevation, pitch and travel axis are neglected, then
the dynamics modeling equations Eqs. (22), (27) and (30) for 3DOF helicopter
system can be simplified as in Eqs. (31), (32) and (33) respectively [21].

€ϵ ¼
Kcl1
Jϵ

Vs (31)

€ρ ¼
Kclρ
Jρ

Vd (32)

_r ¼
Wl1
Jr

ρ (33)

5.2 Helicopter state space model

In order to design a state feedback controller based on LQR technique for 3DOF
helicopter system, the dynamics model of the system should be formulated in state
space form. In this study, the proposed hybrid control algorithm is investigated for
the purpose of control of pitch angle, elevation angle and travel rate of 3DOF
helicopter scheme by regulating the voltage supplies to the front and back motors.

Let x nx1ð Þ ¼ x1,x2, x3,x4, x5,x6, x7½ �T ¼ ϵ, ρ, _ϵ, _ρ, r, ʓ , γ
� �T

be the state vector of the
system, the state variables are chosen as the angles and rate and their corresponding
angular velocities, and _ʓ ¼ ϵ, _γ ¼ r . The voltages supplied to the front and back

propellers motors are considered the input’s vector such that, u tð Þ mx1ð Þ ¼

u1,u2½ �T ¼ V f ,Vb

� �T
and the elevation angle, pitch angle and travel rate are assumed

the output’s vector such that, y tð Þ px1ð Þ ¼ ϵ, ρ, r½ �T .
Based on Eqs. (31)-(33), choosing these state variables yields the following

system state space model:

_x1 ¼ ρ ¼ x2

_x2 ¼ _ϵ ¼ x3

_x3 ¼ €ϵ ¼
Kcl1
Jϵ

V f þ Vb

� �

_x4 ¼ €ρ ¼
Kclρ
Jρ

V f � Vb

� �

_x5 ¼ _r ¼
Wl1
Jr

x2

_x6 ¼ _ʓ ¼ x1

_x7 ¼ _γ ¼ x4

(34)
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The general state and output matrix equations describing the dynamic behavior
of the linear-time-invariant helicopter system in state space form are as follows:

_x tð Þ ¼ Ax tð Þ þ Bu tð Þ (35)

y tð Þ ¼ Cx tð Þ þDu tð Þ (36)

Where A nxnð Þ is the system matrix, B nxmð Þ is the input matrix, C pxmð Þ is the
output matrix, and D mxpð Þ is feed forward matrix, for the designed system. Based
on Eqs. (34)–(36) are rewritten as follows [21].

_ϵ

_ρ

€ϵ

€ρ

_r

_ʓ

_γ

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

¼

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
Gl1
Jt

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7
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ϵ

ρ

_ϵ

_ρ

r

ʓ

γ

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

þ

0 0

0 0
Kcl1
Je

Kcl1
Je

Kclρ
Jp

�
Kcρ

Jρ
0 0

0 0

0 0

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7
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V f

Vb


 �

(37)

In this study, for the purpose of control system design, the model of the system
is formulated in state space form using the physical parameters values listed in
Table 1 [21]. Based on Eq. (37) and using the parameters values in Table 1, the state
equation of the system is given by Eq. (39):

ϵ

ρ

r

2

6

4

3

7

5
¼

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

2

6

4

3

7

5

ϵ

ρ

_ϵ

_ρ

r

ʓ

γ

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

þ

0 0

0 0

0 0

2

6

4

3

7

5

V f

Vb


 �

(38)

_ϵ
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€ϵ

€ρ
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7
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7
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7

7

5

¼
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 2:065 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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 �

(39)

5.3 Helicopter control system design

Based on step input, a hybrid controller is designed for the following desired
performance parameters: rise time (tr) less than 10 ms, settling time (ts) less than 30
ms, maximum overshoot percentage, (MO) less than 5%.

Under the assumption that the desired system states are zero the block diagram
of the proposed helicopter control system based on the LQR controller is shown in
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Figure 8. The control system is analysed mathematically and then simulated using
Matlab software tool to validate the proposed hybrid controller. Based on the
desired performance parameters, which include rise and settling time, overshoot
and error steady state, the fitness function of the control problem is formulated as
follows:

F ¼ 0:3S:tr þ 0:3S:ts þ 0:2S:Oþ 0:2S:ess (40)

where, S is closed loop transfer function of the helicopter system, S:tr, ts,O, ess
are the rise time, settling time, maximum overshoot and error steady state of the
closed-loop control system. It is worth considering that the control input effort is
considered in the evaluation process of the proposed stabilizing helicopter system.
In this study, the design of the controller is effectively optimized by using GA
tuning method which is adopted to obtain optimum elements values for LQR
weighting matrices Q and R. These optimized matrices are used to calculate the
optimum controller gain matrix by using Eqs. (13) and (14). However, in this study,
the LQR gain matrix is determined by using the Matlab command ‘lqr’.

5.3.1 PID approximation

In this subsection, the gain parameters Kp,Ki,Kd of the PID controller are
calculated approximately from the feedback gain K of LQR controller based on

GA tuning method. For this application, analyzing Eq. (15) yields the following
control effort [22]:

u1

u2


 �

¼ �
k11 k12 k13 k14 k15 k16 k17

k11 �k12 k13 �k14 �k15 k16 �k17


 �

xT (41)

where xT ¼ ϵ, ρ, _ϵ, _ρ, r, ʓ , γ
� �T

.
If ϵd, ρd and rd are the desired pitch angle, elevation angle and travel rate of the

helicopter system, it can express the form of PID controllers used to meet the
desired output states as follows: [7, 8].

In this study, for elevation angle, the control equation is based on the following
PID control equation:

V s ¼ Kϵpeϵ þ Kϵd _eϵ þ Kϵi

ð

eϵdt (42)

Symbol Physical unit Numerical values

Jϵ kg m2 1.8145

Jr kg m2 1.8145

Jρ kg m2 0.0319

W N 4.2591

lm m 0.88

lb m 0.35

lρ m 0.17

Kc N/V 12

Table 1.
Values of physical parameters of 3DOF helicopter system.
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Vs ¼ Kϵp ϵd � ϵð Þ � Kϵd _ϵþ Kϵi

ð

ϵd � ϵð Þdt (43)

While the pitch angle is controlled by the following PD control equation:

Vd ¼ Kρpeρ þ Kρd _eρ (44)

Vd ¼ Kρp ρd � ρð Þ � Kρd _ρ (45)

The travel rate is gonverned by the following PI control equation:

ρd ¼ Krper þ Kri

ð

erdt (46)

ρd ¼ Krp rd � rð Þ þ Kri

ð

rd � rð Þdt (47)

Where eϵ ¼ ϵd � ϵ, eρ ¼ ρd � ρ, er ¼ rd � r, _eϵ ¼ � _ϵ and _eρ ¼ � _ρ .

5.3.2 Elevation control using PID controller

Summing the rows of (41) results the following [21]:

Figure 8.
LQR controller based on GA for 3DOF helicopter system.
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u1 þ u2 ¼ � 2k11ϵþ 2k13 _ϵþ 2k16ξð Þ ¼ � 2k11ϵþ 2k13 _ϵþ 2k16

ð

ϵdt

� �

(48)

The above equation can be written as

Vs ¼ 2k11 ϵd � ϵð Þ � 2k13 _ϵþ 2k16

ð

ϵd � ϵð Þdt (49)

It is obvious that Eqs. (43) and (49) have the same structure, this means that the
gain parameters of the pitch PID controller can be obtained from the gain elements
of the LQR controller. Thus, comparing Eq. (43) with Eq. (49), yields the following
gain relationships:

Kϵp ¼ 2k11

Kϵd ¼ 2k13

Kϵi ¼ 2k16

(50)

The block diagram of closed-loop control system for 3DOF helicopter system
based on hybrid LQR-PID controller is shown in Figure 9. Taking Laplace trans-
form for elevation axis model Eq. (31) yields the following equation:

Jeϵ sð Þ:s2 ¼ Kcl1V s sð Þ (51)

The transfer function of the elevation axis plant is given by:

ϵ sð Þ

Vs sð Þ
¼

Kcl1
Jes

2
(52)

The transfer function of the PID controller is as follows:

Vs sð Þ

Eϵ sð Þ
¼

Kϵds
2 þ Kϵpsþ Kϵi

s
(53)

where Eϵ sð Þ ¼ ϵd sð Þ � ϵ sð Þ, the open loop transfer function of the elevation axis
control Gϵ sð Þ is given by:

Gϵ sð Þ ¼
ϵ sð Þ

Eϵ sð Þ
¼

V s sð Þ

Eϵ sð Þ

ϵ sð Þ

Vs sð Þ
(54)

Based on Eqs. (52) and (53), the open loop elevation transfer function becomes:

Gϵ sð Þ ¼
Kcl1
Jes2

Kϵds
2 þ Kϵpsþ Kϵi

s
(55)

The closed loop transfer function for elevation angle control is as follows:

ϵ sð Þ

ϵc sð Þ
¼

Gϵ sð Þ

1þGϵ sð Þ
¼

Kcl1Kϵds
2 þ Kcl1Kϵpsþ Kcl1Kϵi

Jes
3 þ Kϵds2 þ Kϵpsþ Kϵi

(56)

5.3.3 Pitch control using PD controller

Similarly, the difference of the rows of Eq. (41) results in
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u1 � u2 ¼ �2k12ρ� 2k14 _ρ� 2k15 r� rdð Þ � 2k17γ (57)

Vd ¼ �2k12ρ� 2k14 _ρ� 2k15 r� rdð Þ � 2k17

ð

r� rdð Þdt (58)

Substitution Eq. (47) in Eq. (45) results,

Vd ¼ �Kρpρ� Kρd _ρþ KρpKrp rd � rð Þ þ KρpKri

ð

rd � rð Þdt (59)

It is clear that Eqs. (58) and (59) have exactly the same structure. Then, by
comparing these equations, it can obtain the feedback gains for the PID controller
from the LQR gains parameters as follows:

Kρp ¼ 2k12

Kρd ¼ 2k14

Krp ¼
k15
k12

Kri ¼
k17
k12

(60)

Taking Laplace transform for pitch axis model Eq. (32) yields:

Jρρ sð Þs2 ¼ KclρVd sð Þ (61)

The transfer function for pitch axis model is given by:

ρ sð Þ

Vd sð Þ
¼

Kclρ
Jρs

2
(62)

The transfer function of the PD controller is as follows:

Vd sð Þ

Eρ sð Þ
¼ Kρdsþ Kρp (63)

Figure 9.
Control system block diagram for helicopter elevation, pitch and travel axis using PID controller.
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where Eρ sð Þ ¼ ρd sð Þ � ρ sð Þ, based on Eqs. (62) and (63) the open loop transfer
function of the pitch axis control is given by:

Gp sð Þ ¼
ρ sð Þ

Eρ sð Þ
¼

ρ sð Þ

Vd sð Þ

Vd sð Þ

Eρ sð Þ
¼

Kclρ Kρdsþ Kρp

� �

Jes
2

(64)

The closed loop transfer function of pitch angle is given by:

ρ sð Þ

ρc sð Þ
¼ �

KclρKρdsþ KclρKρp

Jρs
2 þ KclρKρdsþ lρKρp

(65)

5.3.4 Travel control using PI controller

Taking Laplace transform for travel axis model Eq. (33) results:

r sð Þs ¼
Wl1
Jr

ρd sð Þ (66)

The transfer function for travel axis model is given by:

r sð Þ

ρd sð Þ
¼

Wl1
Jr s

(67)

The transfer function of the PI controller is as follows:

ρρ sð Þ

Er sð Þ
¼ Krp þ

Kri

s
(68)

where E sð Þ ¼ ρd sð Þ � ρ sð Þ, the open loop transfer function of the travel axis
control is given by:

Gr sð Þ ¼
r sð Þ

ρd sð Þ

ρρ sð Þ

Er sð Þ
¼

Wl1 Krpsþ Kri

� �

Jrs
2

(69)

The closed loop transfer function for travel angle is as follows:

r sð Þ

rd sð Þ
¼

Gl1KrpsþGl1Kri

Jts
2 þ Gl1KrpsþGl1Kri

(70)

5.4 Controller simulation and results

5.4.1 GA-LQR controller

In order to validate the proposed helicopter stabilizing system, the LQR control-
ler is analysed mathematically using Matlab tool. Based on objective function (J)
and using the Matlab command “lqr” the elements of the LQR weighting matrices
Q, R are tuned using GA optimization method. For this application, each chromo-
some in GA tuning approach is represented by nine cells which correspond to the
weight matrices elements of the LQR controller as shown in Figure 10. By this
representation it can adjust the LQR elements in order to achieve the required
performance. The parameters of the GA optimization approach chosen for the
tuning process of the helicopter control system are listed in Table 2. Converging
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elements of the LQR weight matrices Q and R through iteration based on GA
optimization method are presented in Figure 11.

Based on the proposed fitness function stated in Eq. (40), the LQR weighting
matrices Q and R obtained based on the GA tuning approach are given by:

Q ¼ blkdig 26:258, 0:869, 0:431, 0:475, 1:87, 0:026, 0:705ð Þ,

R ¼ blkdig 0:469, 0:469ð Þ,

The feedback gain matrix of the LQR controller can be mathematically
calculated using Eq. (13), where P matrix is the stabilizing solution of the Riccati
equation stated in Eq. (14).

In this application, by using the state matrix Að Þ, input matrix Bð Þ and the tuned
weighting matrices (Q,RÞ, the optimized feedback gain matrix K stated below is
determined using the Matlab software instruction:

K ¼ lqr A,B,Q,Rð Þ

K ¼
5:3232 2:6817 1:1719 0:7399 2:0590 0:1651 0:8661

5:3232 �2:6817 1:1719 �0:7399 �2:0590 0:1651 �0:8661


 �

Based on the feedback gain matrix and using Eq. (11), the LQR control effort
vector for the 3DOF helicopter system is dertermined as follows:

u1

u2


 �

¼ �
5:323 2:682 1:172 0:739 2:059 0:165 0:866

5:323 �2:682 1:172 �0:739 �2:059 0:165 �0:866


 �

xT

(71)

5.4.2 GA-PID controller

Based on Eqs. (50), (60) and (71), the absolute values of PID, PD and PI gain
parameters for elevation, pitch and travel axis model respectively for helicopter

system are listed in Table 3 [21]. Using the values in Tables 1 and 3, the closed-
loop transfer function of elevation, pitch and travel axis Eqs. (56), (65) and (70)
become as in Eqs. (72), (73) and (74) respectively:

ϵ sð Þ

ϵc sð Þ
¼

1445s3 þ 247 sþ 674:9

1:8145s3 þ 1445s2 þ 2474sþ 674:9
(72)

Figure 10.
Definition of GA chromosome.

GA property Value/Method

Population Size 20

Max No. of Gen. 100

Selection Method Normalized Geo. Selection

Crossover Method Scattering

Mutation Method Uniform Mutation

Table 2.
Parameters of GA tuning method.
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p sð Þ

pc sð Þ
¼

69:08 sþ 269:3

0:0319s2 þ 69:08 sþ 269:3
(73)

r sð Þ

rc sð Þ
¼

2:878 sþ 1:634

1:815 s2 þ 2:878 sþ 1:634
(74)

Based on bounded input signal, the elevation, pitch and travel axis model of
3DOF helicopter system are unstable as they give unbounded outputs. The output
responses for elevation, pitch and travel angle are illustrated in the Figure 12. It can
be say that the open loop helicopter system without control action is unable to
provide a stable output response.

Figure 11.
Number of generation of GA-LQR parameters Q and R.

PID parameters Relationship Absolute Value

Kϵp 2k11 10.6463

Kϵd 2k13 2.3438

Kϵi 2k16 0.3302

Kρp 2k12 5.3634

Kρd k14 1.4799

Krp
k15
k12

0.7678

Kri
k17
k12

0.3230

Table 3.
Values of gain parameters for PID, PD and PI controllers.
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In this study, in order to achieve a stable output, a hybrid control system using
LQR based PID controller for 3DOF helicopter system is proposed to control the
dynamic behaviour of the system. To validate the proposed helicopter stabilization
system, the controller is simulated using Matlab programming tool. Three axis,
elevation, pitch, travel rate, are considered in the simulation process of the control
system. The performance of the helicopter balancing system is evaluated under unit
step reference input using rise, settling time overshoot and steady state error
parameters for the elevation, pitch and travel angles to simulate the desired
command given by the pilot.

5.4.2.1 Elevation LQR-PID controller

This section deals with the simulation of LQR based PID controller used to
control the position of helicopter elevation model. The parameters of the hybrid
controller are tuned using GA optimization method. Figure 13 presents a tracking
control curve of the demand input based on the PID controller using optimized gain
parameters listed in Table 3 for helicopter elevation angle.

The simulation results show that the controller successed to guide the system
output through the desired input trajectory effectively with negligible overshoot,
short rise and settling time of 0.1 ms and 0.3 ms respectively.

5.4.2.2 Pitch LQR-PD controller

In this section, an optimized LQR-PD controller based on GA tuning approach is
designed to control the dynamic model of helicopter pitch angle. Based on the
optimized PD parameters stated in Table 3, the output response of the proposed
helicopter tracking system is illustrated in Figure 14. It is obvious from the
minifigure of the system response that the LQR-PD controller succeeded to force the
pitch angle state of the helicopter system to follow the desired trajectory effectively
without overshoot, shorter rise and settling time and zero steady state tracking error.

5.4.2.3 Travel LQR-PI controller

The control of the travel rate for the 3DOF helicopter system is governed by a
GA-LQR based PI controller. The time response of the optimized PI tracking system

Figure 12.
Open loop response of Helicopter system.
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using optimum gain parameters which are listed in Table 3. is shown in Figure 15.
It can be noted from the miniplot of the system response that the optimised hybrid
LQR-PI controller enabled the system output state to track the desired input trajec-
tory without overshoot, and shorter rise and settling time with minimal steady state
tracking error.

The control inputs supplied to the propellers motors of the proposed 3DOF
helicopter system are shown in Figure 16. Consequently, it can say that the control
performance of optimised GA-LQR based PID, PD and PI controllers for helicopter
elevation, pitch and travel axis model respectively was acceptable through tracking
the system output states for the reference input efficiently. Based on the minifigures
of Figures 13 and 14 and Figure 15, the performance parameters of PID, PD and PI
controller for helicopter elevation, pitch and travel axis are listed in Table 4. From
the response data of the controlled helicopter system in Table 4 it can be said that
the hybrid controllers were able to provide robust and good tracking performance
in both the transient and steady state responses.

Figure 13.
Closed-loop response of the elevation model system.

Figure 14.
Closed-loop response of the pitch model system.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, a new hybrid control methodology has been developed for com-
plex dynamical systems through combinig the LQR optimal technique with tradi-
tional PID controller. An efficient hybrid control system has been designed to
stabilize 3DOF helicopter systems. The dynamics of elevation, pitch and travel axis

Figure 15.
Closed-loop response of the travel model system.

Figure 16.
Conrol input of 3DOF helicopter control system.

Controller tr(s) ts(s) Mo %

Elevation PID 0.343 0.535 1.1

Pitch PD 0.582 1.05 0

Travel PI 1.17 12.4 5.29

Table 4.
Values of performance elements s of controllers.
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for a helicopter system is modeled mathematically and then formulated in state
space form to enable utilizing state feedback controller technique. In the proposed
helicopter stabilizing scheme, a combination of a conventional PID control with
LQR state feedback controller is adopted to stabilize the elevation, pitch and travel
axis of the helicopter scheme. The gain parameters of the traditional PID controller
are determined from the gain matrix of state feedback LQR controller. In this
research, the LQR controller is optimized by using GA tuning technique. The GA
optimization method has been adopted to find optimum values for LQR gain matrix
elements which are utilized to find best PID gain parameters. The output response
of the optimized helicopter control system has been evaluated based on rise time,
setting time, overshoot and steady state error parameters. The simulation results
have shown the effectiveness of the proposed GA-LQR based PID controller to
stabilize the helicopter system at desired values of the elevation and pitch angle and
travel parameters.
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